Artifact Connections to *The Unidentified*

Franny Freshman

Name _________________________________________________________________

**Brief overview of the artifact (describe it):**

*The artifact I found was a photo image of a hashtag.*

**Source Info:**

Format: *Photo I found on a blog*

Date accessed: *May 14, 2014*

Publisher/author/producer info (Who created it or is responsible for it?):

*Not sure who published it but here’s the link: Blog with hashtag image.*

**Connection:**

Write one paragraph explaining a significant connection you see between the artifact and the book. Back up your ideas with textual evidence from the book and the artifact. (Feel free to use the back of this paper or another piece of paper if you need more room.)

*The connection I see between my photographic image and *The Unidentified* is that in the book there were places where lines of text had a hashtag in front of them like the one in the photo. People use hashtags on Twitter all of the time. An example of one from the book is--# spon: the Studio is available for sign-up.*

Write one paragraph substantively commenting on the significance of the connection. What is the significance of the connection in the context of a contemporary teen’s world? Think about how the connection illustrates implications the book makes about where our culture is headed.

*This is a significant connection because we see the hashtag anytime we are on Twitter and the characters in the book also saw the hashtag in front of messages a lot on their phones. Sometimes people use these hashtags so much it drives me # crazy. Teenagers today are probably the people that do it the most. Maybe the book is implying that hashtags will eventually be the only way people will understand one another in conversations or something. (I put the photo below)*